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PSYCHOPHARMACOLOGY OF EATING
DISORDERS

WALTER H. KAYE
B. TIMOTHY WALSH

Anorexia nervosa (AN) and bulimia nervosa (BN) are disor-
ders characterized by aberrant patterns of feeding behavior
and weight regulation, and disturbances in attitudes toward
weight and shape and the perception of body shape. In AN,
there is an inexplicable fear of weight gain and unrelenting
obsession with fatness even in the face of increasing
cachexia. BN usually emerges after a period of dieting,
which may or may not have been associated with weight
loss. Either self-induced vomiting, or some other means of
inappropriate compensation for the excess of food ingested
follows binge eating. The majority of people with BN have
irregular feeding patterns and satiety may be impaired. Al-
though current AN is an exclusion for the diagnosis of BN,
some 25% to 30% of individuals with BN presenting to
treatment centers have a prior history of AN; however, all
BN subjects have pathologic concern with weight and
shape. Common to individuals with AN or BN are low self-
esteem, depression, and anxiety.

In certain respects, both diagnostic labels are misleading.
Individuals affected with AN rarely have complete suppres-
sion of appetite, but rather exhibit a volitional and often
an ego syntonic resistance to feeding drives, eventually be-
coming preoccupied with food and eating rituals to the
point of obsession. Similarly, BN may not be associated
with a primary pathologic drive to overeat; rather, individu-
als with BN, like those with AN, have a seemingly relentless
drive to restrain their food intake, an extreme fear of weight
gain, and often a distorted view of their actual body shape.
Loss of control with overeating usually occurs intermittently
and typically only some time after the onset of dieting be-
havior. Episodes of binge eating ultimately develop in a
significant proportion of people with AN (1), whereas 5%
of those with BN eventually develop AN (2). Considering
that restrained eating behavior and dysfunctional cognitions
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relating weight and shape to self-concept are shared by pa-
tients with both of these syndromes, and that transitions
between these syndromes occur in many, it has been argued
(3) that AN and BN share at least some risk and liability
factors in common.

The etiology of AN and BN is presumed to be complex
and multiply influenced by developmental, social, and bio-
logical processes (4,5); however, the exact nature of these
interactive processes remains incompletely understood. Cer-
tainly, cultural attitudes toward standards of physical attrac-
tiveness have relevance to the psychopathology of eating
disorders (EDs), but it is unlikely that cultural influences
in pathogenesis are prominent. Dieting behavior and the
drive toward thinness are quite commonplace in industrial-
ized countries throughout the world, yet AN and BN affect
only an estimated .3% to .7%, and 1.7% to 2.5%, respec-
tively, of women in the general population. Moreover, the
fact that numerous clear descriptions of AN date from the
middle of the nineteenth century suggests that factors other
than our current culture play an etiologic role. Also, both
syndromes (particularly AN) have a relatively stereotypic
clinical presentation, sex distribution, and age of onset. This
supports the possibility that there are significant biologic
vulnerabilities to developing an ED.

PHENOMENOLOGY

Variations in feeding behavior have been used to subdivide
individuals with AN into two meaningful diagnostic
subgroups that differ in other psychopathologic characteris-
tics (6,7). In the restricting subtype of AN, subnormal body
weight and an ongoing malnourished state are maintained
by unremitting food avoidance; in the binge eating/purging
subtype of AN, there is comparable weight loss and malnu-
trition, yet the course of illness is marked by episodes of
binge eating, and/or by some type of compensatory action
such as self-induced vomiting or laxative abuse. Individuals
with the binge eating/purging subtype of AN are also more
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likely to exhibit histories of behavioral dyscontrol, substance
abuse, and overt family conflict in comparison to those with
the restricting subtype of AN. Personality traits of marked
perfectionism, conformity, obsessionality, constriction of
affect and emotional expressiveness, and reduced social
spontaneity are particularly common in individuals with
AN. These traits typically appear in advance of the onset
of illness and persist even after long-term weight recovery,
indicating they are not simply epiphenomena of acute mal-
nutrition and disordered eating behavior (8–11).

Individuals with BN remain at normal body weight, al-
though many aspire to ideal weights far below the range of
normalcy for their age and height. The core features of BN
include repeated episodes of binge eating followed by com-
pensatory self-induced vomiting, laxative abuse, or patho-
logically extreme exercise, as well as abnormal concern with
weight and shape. The DSM-IV has specified a distinction
within this group between those individuals with BN who
engage in self-induced vomiting or abuse of laxatives, di-
uretics, or enemas (purging type), and those who exhibit
other forms of compensatory action such as fasting or exer-
cise (nonpurging type). Beyond these differences, it has been
speculated (12) that there are two clinically divergent
subgroups of individuals with BN differing significantly in
psychopathologic characteristics: a so-called multi-impul-
sive type, in whom BN occurs in conjunction with more
pervasive difficulties in behavioral self-regulation and affec-
tive instability; and a second type whose distinguishing fea-
tures include self-effacing behaviors, dependence on exter-
nal rewards, and extreme compliance. Individuals with BN
of the multi-impulsive type are far more likely to have histo-
ries of substance abuse and display other impulse control
problems such as shoplifting and self-injurious behaviors.

Most cases of AN emerge during the period of adoles-
cence, although the condition can be observed in children.
Whether or not prepubertal onset of the illness confers a
more or less ominous prognosis is not known. Recovery
from the illness tends to be protracted, but studies of long-
term outcome reveal the illness course to be highly variable:
Roughly 50% of individuals eventually have reasonably
complete resolution of the illness, whereas 30% have linger-
ing residual features that wax and wane in severity long
into adulthood. Ten percent of people with AN pursue a
chronic, unremitting course; the remaining 10% of those
affected eventually die from the disease.

BN is usually precipitated by dieting and weight loss,
yet it can occur in the absence of apparent dietary restraint.
The frequency of binge episodes, their duration, and the
amount of food consumed during any one episode all vary
considerably among patients. Age of onset is somewhat
more variable in BN than AN, with most cases developing
during the period from mid- to late adolescence through
the mid-twenties. Follow-up studies of clinical samples 5 to
10 years after presentation show 50% of patients recovered,
whereas nearly 20% to 30% continued to meet full criteria

for BN (13). Following onset disturbed eating behavior
waxes and wanes over the course of several years in a high
percentage of clinic cases. Approximately 30% of remitted
women relapse into BN symptoms.

PERSISTENT PSYCHOLOGICAL
DISTURBANCES AFTER RECOVERY

People who have an ED often have a variety of symptoms
aside from pathologic eating behaviors. Physiologic symp-
toms include an abundance of neuroendocrine, autonomic,
and metabolic disturbances (see the following). Psychologi-
cal symptoms include depression, anxiety, substance abuse,
and personality disorders. Determining whether such symp-
toms are a consequence or a potential cause of pathologic
feeding behavior or malnutrition is a major methodologic
issue in the study of EDs. It is impractical to study EDs
prospectively because of their low incidence, early age of
onset, and difficulty of premorbidly identifying those who
will develop an ED. However, subjects can be studied after
long-term recovery from an ED. The assumed absence of
confounding nutritional influences in recovered ED women
raises a possibility that persistent psychobiological abnor-
malities might be trait-related and potentially contribute to
the pathogenesis of this disorder. A limited number of stud-
ies have investigated people who have recovered from AN
and BN. Although the definition of recovery from an ED
has not been formalized, investigators tend to include peo-
ple formerly ill with AN after they are at a stable and healthy
body weight for months or years and have not been mal-
nourished or engaged in pathologic eating behavior during
that period of recovery. For BN, investigators tend to in-
clude subjects who have been abstinent from binge eating
and purging for months or years. Some investigators include
criteria of normal menstrual cycles and a minimal duration
of recovery, such as 1 year of time.

Investigators (8–11) have found that women who were
long-term recovered from AN had a persistence of obses-
sional behaviors as well as inflexible thinking, restraint in
emotional expression, and a high degree of self- and im-
pulse-control. In addition, they have social introversion,
overly compliant behavior, and limited social spontaneity
as well as greater risk avoidance and harm avoidance. More-
over, individuals who are long-term recovered from AN had
continued core ED symptoms, such as a drive for thinness,
and significant psychopathology related to eating habits.
Similarly, people who have recovered from BN continue to
be overly concerned with body shape and weight, display
abnormal eating behaviors, and report dysphoric mood
(14–17). Recovered AN and BN women have increased
perfectionism; their most common obsessional target symp-
toms are the need for symmetry and ordering/arranging.
Considered together, these residual behaviors can be charac-
terized as over-concerns with body image and thinness, ob-
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sessionality with symmetry, exactness, and perfectionism,
and dysphoric/negative affect. In general, pathologic eating
behavior and malnutrition appears to exaggerate the magni-
tude of these concerns. Thus, the intensity of these symp-
toms is less after recovery but the content of these concerns
remains unchanged. The persistence of these symptoms
after recovery raise the possibility that the disturbances are
premorbid traits that contribute to the pathogenesis of AN
and BN.

PHARMACOLOGIC TREATMENT OF
ANOREXIA NERVOSA

Most medication trials in AN have been conducted with
inpatients in an attempt to accelerate restoration of weight.
Some studies also examined the impact of medication on
mood or anorectic attitudes. A wide variety of psychoactive
medications, such as L-dopa (18), phenoxybenzamine (19),
diphenylhydantoin (20,21), stimulants (22), and naloxone
(23), have been administered to people with anorexia ner-
vosa in open, uncontrolled trials. In many of these trials,
medications have been claimed to be beneficial, but none
of these observations has been confirmed under double-
blind, controlled conditions.

Few studies of medication using rigorous double-blind
placebo-controlled trials have been reported in patients with
AN. In contrast to the positive claims from open trials,
results from double-blind trials have been limited, for the
most part. Double-blind studies, at most, report marginal
success in treatment of specific problems such as improving
the rate of weight gain during refeeding, and disturbed atti-
tudes toward food and body image, depression, or gastroin-
testinal discomfort.

One problem with determining the efficacy of pharma-
cotherapy in AN is that often medications have been given
in association with other therapies. Thus, it may be unclear
whether it was the medication or therapy that resulted in
improvement. Furthermore, the primary criterion for im-
provement has often been weight gain, not a normalization
of thinking and reduction in fears of being fat. It is impor-
tant to emphasize that treatment in structured settings, such
as inpatient units, even without medication, succeeds in
restoring the weight of over 85% of underweight patients
(24). Thus, it may be difficult to prove that an active medi-
cation is effective in such a setting. However, relapse within
1 year after successful inpatient weight restoration is very
common (25). For example, the Maudsley study (26) re-
ported that only 23% of the patients had a good outcome
at 1 year after discharge despite intensive outpatient individ-
ual or family therapy.

Controlled trials of the neuroleptics pimozide (27) and
sulpiride (28) have suggested limited effects in accelerating
weight gain or altering anorectic attitudes for some patients
for part of the study, but overall drug effect was marginal.

Recently, there has been clinical interest in ‘‘atypical’’ neu-
roleptics for AN because of their notoriety for causing
weight gain in other patient populations (29). A recent case
report suggested that olanzapine administration was associ-
ated with weight gain and maintenance as well as reduced
agitation and resistance to treatment in 2 women with AN
(30). Several drugs have been tested because of anecdotal
reports of their effects on stimulating appetite. Tetrahydro-
cannabinol (THC) was not useful and, in fact, may have
been detrimental because it increased dysphoria in some
patients (31). Clonidine was also found to have no therapeu-
tic effect on increasing weight restoration as compared to
placebo (32), even with doses that affected hemodynamic
parameters.

When underweight, patients with anorexia nervosa have
delayed gastric emptying (33), which improves with refeed-
ing. Still, delayed gastric emptying could perpetuate the
disorder in some patients by limiting the quantity of food
that may be comfortably eaten. Most studies of prokinetic
drugs in AN have been limited to parenteral preparations
or experiments with small uncontrolled groups of patients
(34–36). In a controlled trial, cisapride (37) was no better
than placebo in improving gastric emptying, although some
subjective measures of distress during meals and measures
of hunger improved more in the group on cisapride.

In summary, these medication trials have been of short
duration and focused on whether medication produces ad-
ditive benefit to an established treatment program. Few fol-
low-up studies have examined whether medication treat-
ment produces lasting benefit. A new generation of studies
has begun to focus on whether medication can prevent re-
lapse after patients leave to a structured treatment setting.

Use of Antidepressants in AN

There has been controversy as to whether AN and major
depressive disorders share a common diathesis; however,
critical examination of clinical phenomenology, family his-
tory, antidepressant response, biological correlates, course
and outcome, and epidemiology yield limited support for
this hypothesis (38–40). Still, the high frequency of mood
disturbances associated with this disorder resulted in trials
of drugs such as amitriptyline (41–43), and lithium (44).
Neither medication appears to significantly improve mood
compared with the effects of placebo.

For more that 50 years (45), investigators have suggested
that AN shares similarities with obsessive-compulsive disor-
der (OCD). In fact, patients with AN have a high prevalence
of obsessive-compulsive symptoms or disorders (46–48), as
well other anxiety disorders (49). More over, adult women
with OCD have an increased incidence of prior AN (50).
Individuals with a past history of AN display evidence of
increased serotonin (51) activity that persists after long-term
weight recovery. In addition, women who recover from AN
continue to have modest, but significant, increases in nega-
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tive mood, obsessionality, perfectionism, and core eating
disorder symptoms. Similarly (10), personality characteris-
tics associated with AN, such as introversion, self-denial,
limited spontaneity, and a stereotyped thinking style, may
also persist after weight recovery. Studies in humans and
animals suggest that serotonin activity is related to behav-
ioral inhibition. Together, these data raise the possibility
that increased CSF 5-HIAA could be associated with inhibi-
tion and an obsessive need with exactness and perfectionism.
A disturbance of this neurotransmitter system has been im-
plicated in OCD (52) and only serotonin-specific medica-
tion has been found to be useful in treating OCD.

There are suggestions that medications that affect the
serotonin system may impact the clinical characteristics of
patients with AN. Initial reports on cyproheptadine, a drug
that is thought to act on the serotonergic and histaminergic
system (53), indicated that it might have beneficial effects
on weight gain, mood, and attitude in some patients (54,
55). Cyproheptadine data from comparison trials with ami-
triptyline and placebo found cyproheptadine to significantly
improve weight gain in the restricting subtype of AN,
whereas amitriptyline was more effective in those patients
with bulimic behavior (56).

Several groups (57,58) reported that an open trial of
fluoxetine, a highly specific serotonin reuptake inhibitor
might help patients with AN gain and/or maintain a healthy
body weight. Recently, the Pittsburgh group reported a dou-
ble-blind placebo-controlled trial of fluoxetine in 35 pa-
tients with restrictor-type AN (59). Subjects were started
on fluoxetine after they achieved weight restoration (approx-
imately 90% of ideal body weight) during a hospitalization.
Patients were randomly assigned to fluoxetine (N � 16)
or placebo (N� 19) after inpatient weight-restoration and
then were followed as outpatients for 1 year. After 1 year
of outpatient follow-up, 10 of 16 (63%) subjects had a good

FIGURE 116.1. Survival of subjects with anorexia ner-
vosa treated with fluoxetine or placebo.

outcome on fluoxetine, whereas only three of 19 (16%) had
a good outcome on placebo (P� .006) (Fig. 116.1). Aside
from improved outcome, fluoxetine administration was as-
sociated with a significant reduction in obsessions and com-
pulsions and a trend toward a reduction in depression.
These data suggest that fluoxetine may help prevent relapse
in some patients with AN.

It is important to note that SSRIs appear to have little
effect on reducing symptoms and preventing hospitalization
in malnourished, underweight anorexics (60,61). Women
with AN, when malnourished and underweight, have re-
duced plasma tryptophan availability (62) and reduced CSF
5-HIAA (63), the major metabolite of serotonin in the
brain. In addition, low estrogen values during the malnour-
ished state may reduce serotonin activity by effects on gene
expression for serotonin receptors (64) or the serotonin
transporter (65). SSRIs are dependent on neuronal release
of serotonin for their action. If malnourished patients have
compromised release of serotonin from presynaptic neu-
ronal storage sites and reduced synaptic serotonin concen-
trations, then a clinically meaningful response to an SSRI
might not occur (66). The possibility that fluoxetine is only
effective for patients after weight restoration is supported
by the fact that a change of serotonin activity is associated
with weight gain. For example, CSF 5-HIAA levels are low
in underweight anorexics, normal in short-term weight-re-
stored anorexics, and elevated in long-term weight-restored
anorexics (67). If CSF 5-HIAA levels accurately reflect CNS
serotonin activity, then these data imply that a substantial
increase in serotonin activity occurs after weight gain.

The use of serotonin-specific medications in the treat-
ment of AN is promising but many questions remain. First,
only one double-blind placebo-controlled study has been
completed in a relatively small number of restrictor-type
patients. Thus, it will be important to replicate this work
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in a larger group of patients. Second, more data are needed
to determine if there are differential effects in the restricting
of binge eating/purging subtypes of AN. Third, it needs to
be determined whether certain features are especially re-
sponsive to serotonin-specific medications: core anorexic
symptoms, depression, anxiety, obsessionality, or eating be-
havior.

Guidelines for Clinical Treatment

The first line of treatment for underweight patients with
AN should be refeeding and weight restoration. As noted,
although difficult, most patients will gain weight in a struc-
tured eating disorders treatment program without the use of
medication. Weight gain alone tends to reduce exaggerated
obsessionality and dysphoric mood in many patients (68).
There is limited evidence that fluoxetine and possibly other
serotonergic medications help prevent relapse after weight
restoration. It is important to emphasize that some physio-
logic and cognitive alterations persist for months after
achieving goal weight, including increased energy needs,
menstrual disturbances, several neurotransmitter distur-
bances, urges to engage in disordered eating patterns, and
body image distortions. Thus, treatment should continue
for at least 3 to 6 months after achieving goal weight, prefer-
ably until there is resumption of menstrual periods, normal-
ization of caloric needs, remediation of any physical compli-
cations, and sufficient remission of pathologic eating and
body-image distortions so that daily activities are not dis-
turbed. We strongly support use of the recent American
Psychiatric Association (APA) guidelines for eating disor-
ders (69), which describe comprehensive treatment of AN.

PHARMACOLOGIC TREATMENT OF BN

As summarized in Neuropsychopharmacology, the Fourth
Generation of Progress, a substantial body of work was pub-
lished during the 1980s and early 1990s demonstrating that
antidepressants are more effective than placebo in the treat-
ment of BN (70). In 1996, the FDA approved the use of
fluoxetine (71,72) for this disorder, the only medication to
receive such an official indication to date. Although the
notion of using antidepressants for BN emerged because of
the high frequency of symptoms of depression and anxiety,
the utility of antidepressants does not appear confined to
patients with concurrent major depression, suggesting that
these medications may exert their effects, at least in part,
via alterations in the neural systems underlying the control
of appetite. The notion that antidepressants may be useful
in BN via mechanisms other than those that are responsible
for their antidepressant activity is also suggested by the ob-
servations that a higher daily dose of fluoxetine (60 mg per
day) appears superior to the standard antidepressant dose
(20 mg per day) in the treatment of BN and that the onset

FIGURE 116.2. Median percentage change in the number of
binge-eating episodes among patients with bulimia nervosa re-
ceiving fluoxetine or placebo.

of benefit from antidepressant treatment typically is quite
rapid (Fig. 116.2).

No trials have been published in which the efficacy of
one antidepressant is compared directly to that of another.
In the absence of such data, although virtually all classes of
antidepressants appear superior to placebo in reducing binge
frequency, SSRIs are generally preferred because of their
relatively benign side-effect profile; however, aside from flu-
oxetine, only fluvoxamine has been formally examined in
BN. Fichter and colleagues reported a study of novel design
in which patients were randomly assigned to fluvoxamine
or placebo following successful completion of inpatient
treatment (73). Although fluvoxamine was associated with
a dropout rate of 38% over 19 weeks compared to 14% on
placebo, the active drug was superior to placebo in reducing
the re-emergence of bulimic behaviors and attitudes. In light
of these results, it is surprising that a large European trial
has been reported to find no difference between the response
to fluvoxamine and placebo in the initial treatment of out-
patients with bulimia (Freeman, personal communication,
1999). Thus, although most clinicians expect sertraline, pa-
roxetine, citalopram, and venlafaxine to be useful, the effi-
cacy and ideal dose of SSRIs other than fluoxetine for the
treatment of BN have not been established.

Since the clear recognition of bulimia as a syndrome in
1979, effective psychotherapeutic approaches, have also
been developed, most of which utilize cognitive behavioral
therapy (CBT). CBT is generally believed to be more effec-
tive than a single course of an antidepressant medication
(69). This fact, coupled with reasonable evidence of sus-
tained benefit following CBT and the reluctance of many
patients to take psychotropic medications, has led to CBTs
being generally considered the treatment of first choice for
BN. Several studies have examined whether it is beneficial
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to combine psychological treatment with antidepressant
medication.

The earliest studies of the combination of medication
and psychotherapy utilized tricyclic antidepressants. Mitch-
ell and associates (74) found that imipramine was associated
with a greater reduction in measures of anxiety and depres-
sion than was placebo when combined with an intensive
group psychotherapy program; however, imipramine did
not augment the impact of the psychological treatment on
the salient behavioral symptom, binge eating. Agras and
colleagues (75) compared five treatments for BN: individual
CBT alone, desipramine alone for 16 or 24 weeks, and CBT
plus desipramine for either 16 or 24 weeks. As was also
true of the study of Mitchell and colleagues, Agras and co-
workers reported that the outcome of psychological treat-
ment alone was clearly superior to that of a course of tricyclic
antidepressant. There were a few hints of a small advantage
for the combination of medication and CBT, but these were
not impressive. Leitenberg and co-workers (76) attempted
to compare CBT to a course of desipramine and to a combi-
nation, but terminated the study prematurely because of
a high dropout rate, primarily caused by medication side
effects.

More recent studies have examined the potential advan-
tages of combining an SSRI (fluoxetine) and psychological
treatment. The Columbia group has reported the results of
a study that compared two forms of individual psychological
treatment (CBT and supportive psychotherapy) combined
either with placebo or a two-stage medication intervention
(77). Patients assigned to receive active medication received
desipramine; if desipramine was either ineffective or intoler-
able, the medication was changed to fluoxetine under dou-
ble-blind conditions. In this study, CBT was clearly superior
to supportive psychotherapy in reducing the key behavioral
symptoms of BN. In addition, compared to placebo, active
medication added modestly but significantly to improve-
ment in binge eating and depression.

Goldbloom and colleagues (78) compared individual
CBT to a course of fluoxetine and the combination. Unfor-
tunately, interpretation of the results is limited by a high
dropout rate, which resulted in few significant differences
among the three treatments. Beumont and colleagues (79)
reported a comparison of fluoxetine versus placebo when
combined with nutritional counseling, which presumably
included many elements of CBT. The nutritional counsel-
ing program was impressively effective, and at the conclu-
sion of treatment, there were no significant differences be-
tween the fluoxetine and placebo groups in binge frequency;
however, the fluoxetine-treated group exhibited less dietary
restraint and fewer concerns about body shape and weight.

Combined, these data suggest that adding medication
to structured psychological treatment for BN does provide
added benefit, but of small magnitude. Clinically, guidelines
to identify patients who are particularly likely to benefit

from one treatment approach or another would be ex-
tremely useful. Unfortunately, attempts to identify such
predictors of treatment response have been impressively un-
successful. Because those patients who derive the greatest
benefit from treatment typically exhibit an early response
(80), it may useful to initiate treatment with CBT, for exam-
ple, and to add another intervention such as medication if
the initial response is not satisfactory. Recent data demon-
strate that medication can be useful for patients who do
not respond adequately to psychological treatment or who
relapse following the end of treatment (18).

Despite the progress in developing treatment approaches
for bulimia in the last 20 years, a major current problem is
the absence of treatments of established efficacy other than
CBT and antidepressant medication. Even in the best
hands, only about 50% of patients achieve remission with
these treatments, and a significant number relapse following
the conclusion of the initial intervention. Clinicians and
investigators have considered the use of other psychotropic
medications that are believed to reduce appetite, such as
topiramate, but no controlled data are available to date
about its utility in BN. Recently, Faris and associates (82)
have reported that the antiemetic medication ondansetron,
a 5-HT3 antagonist, was more effective than placebo during
a 4-week trial in reducing binge eating and vomiting in a
group of chronically and severely ill bulimic patients. More
data regarding the side effects of ondansetron and its impact
on psychological features of the disorder are required to
assess the clinical utility of this agent, but the exploration
of novel medication interventions for BN is overdue.

PHARMACOLOGIC TREATMENT OF BINGE
EATING DISORDER

During the development of DSM-IV, interest grew in defin-
ing another eating disorder characterized by frequent binge
eating but without the recurrent use of inappropriate com-
pensatory behavior required for the diagnosis of BN. Out
of these discussions, criteria for binge eating disorder (BED)
evolved, and were included in an appendix of DSM-IV as
a criteria set for further study. Significant interest in the
characteristics and treatment of BED has since developed,
and the results of several psychopharmacologic interven-
tions have been published. Although obesity is not required
by the criteria for BED suggested in DSM-IV, the studies
to date have generally focused on overweight or obese indi-
viduals.

Even before the delineation of BED, McCann and Agras
(83) reported that desipramine was superior to placebo in
reducing binge frequency among a group of ‘‘nonpurging
bulimics.’’ Most of the participants were overweight, but
neither desipramine nor placebo was associated with signifi-
cant weight loss in this short-term study. In contrast, Mar-
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cus and associates (84) found that when combined with a
behavioral weight loss program, fluoxetine was associated
with greater weight loss than was placebo during a 1-year
study of obese binge eaters; unfortunately, information on
binge frequency was not obtained. In contrast, Alger and
colleagues (85) reported that neither imipramine nor nal-
trexone was more effective than placebo in reducing binge
frequency or weight in obese binge eaters.

More recently, studies have focused on patients meeting
the criteria of DSM-IV for BED and have examined seroto-
nergic agents. Stunkard and co-workers (86) found that the
appetite suppressant d-fenfluramine, which has since been
withdrawn from the market, was more effective than pla-
cebo among 28 obese women with BED in reducing binge
frequency; however, surprisingly, not in promoting weight
loss. Nevertheless, fluvoxamine compared with placebo was
associated with significant reductions in both binge fre-
quency and body mass index among 85 patients with BED
(87).

Obesity is a major and growing public health problem
in the industrialized world in general and the United States
in particular. Approximately one-third of obese individuals
presenting to weight loss clinics meet diagnostic criteria for
BED; therefore, effective treatments for this disorder may
be of widespread clinical utility. Research conducted to date
suggests that pharmacotherapy may play a role, but a num-
ber of important issues are unresolved. Individuals with
BED have disturbances in eating behavior by definition,
and are typically overweight and exhibit symptoms of anxi-
ety and depression in clinical samples. Effective interven-
tions should lead to improvements in all three spheres. Yet,
it is surprising that the response of these presumably related
symptoms to medication is at least somewhat inconsistent,
so that patients may report a decrease in binge frequency
but no change in weight. A major problem in the develop-
ment of effective treatment strategies is an impressively high
response of binge eating to nonspecific interventions, in-
cluding placebo. In part for this reason, the effects of medi-
cation treatment have been modest in size. Furthermore,
the impact of medication in BED appears to fade rapidly
once medication has been discontinued. These issues leave
the role of pharmacotherapy for BED currently unresolved,
and underline the need for additional research, including
studies to examine the potential benefits of combining med-
ication with psychological treatment, especially CBT.
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